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Abstract. Recent work on hot-potato routing [1] has uncovered that large tran-
sit ASs can be sensitive to hot-potato disruptions. Designing a robust network is
felt as overly important by transit providers as paths crossed by the traffic have
both to be optimal and reliable. However, equipment failures and maintenance
make this robustness non-trivial to achieve. To help understanding the robustness
of large networks to internal failures, [2] proposed metrics aimed at capturing the
sensitivity of ASs to internal failures. In this paper, we discuss the strengths and
weaknesses of this approach to understand the robustness ofthe control plane
of large networks, having carried this analysis on a large tier-1 ISP and smaller
transit ASs. We argue that this sensitivity model is mainly useful for intradomain
topology design, not for the design the whole routing plane of an AS. We claim
that additional effort is required to understand the propagation of BGP routes
inside large ASs. Complex iBGP structures, in particular route-reflection hierar-
chies [3], affect route diversity and optimality but it an unclear way.
Keywords: network design, sensitivity analysis, control and data planes, BGP,
IGP.

1 Introduction

Designing robust networks is a complex problem. Network design consists of multi-
ple, sometimes contradictory objectives. This problem hasbeen fairly discussed in the
literature, in particular [4,5]. Examples of desirable objectives during network design
are minimizing the latency, dimensioning the links so as to accommodate the traffic
demand without creating congestion, adding redundancy so that rerouting is possible in
case of link or router failure and, finally, the network must be designed at the minimum
cost. Recent papers have shown that large transit networks might be sensitive to internal
failures. In [1], Teixeira et al. have shown that a large ISP network might be sensitive
to hot-potato disruptions. [6] extended the results of [1] by showing that a large tier-1
network can undergo significant traffic shifts due to changesin the routing. To measure
the sensitivity of a network to hot-potato disruptions, [2]has proposed a set of metrics
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that capture the sensitivity of both the control and the dataplanes to internal failures
inside a network.

To understand why internal failures are critical in a large transit AS, it is necessary
to understand how routing in a large AS works. Routing in an Autonomous System
(AS) today relies on two different routing protocols. Inside an AS, the intradomain
routing protocol (OSPF [7] or ISIS [8]) computes the shortest-path between any pair
of routers inside the AS. Between ASs, the interdomain routing protocol (BGP [9]) is
used to exchange reachability information. Based on both the BGP routes advertised by
neighboring ASs and the internal shortest paths available to reach an exit point inside
the network, BGP computes for each destination prefix the "best route" to reach this
prefix. For this, BGP relies on a "decision process" [10] to choose its a single route
called the "best route among several available ones. The "best route" can change for
two reasons. Either the set of BGP routes available has changed, or the reachability of
the next-hop of the route has changed due to a change in the IGP. In the first case, it is
either because some routes were withdrawn by BGP itself, or that some BGP peering
with a neighbor was lost by the router. In the second case, anychange in the internal
topology (links, nodes, weights) might trigger a change in the shortest path to reach
the next hop of a BGP route. In this paper we consider only the changes that consist
of the failure of a single node or link inside the AS, not routing changes related to the
reachability of BGP prefixes.

Our experience with the metrics proposed in [2] provided insight into the sensitivity
of the network to internal failures. However, having used this sensitivity analysis on a
large tier-1 network also revealed weaknesses of this modelto understand the routing
plane of transit ASs. We discuss further work required to help operators to understand
the control plane of their network, particularly the behavior of iBGP.

Section 2 first presents the methodology to model an AS. Section 3 then introduces
the sensitivity model to internal failures. Section 4 discusses the limitations of the model
for realistic iBGP structures and Section 5 concludes and discusses further work in the
area.

2 Methodology

In this section, we describe our approach to build snapshotsof real ISP networks. The
main point of our relatively heavy methodology is to make themodel as easy as possible
to match with the context of real transit ASs. We do not make assumptions on the
internal graph of the iBGP sessions, even though in the case of GEANT there is a iBGP
full-mesh between all border routers. Most large transit ASs do rely on route-reflection,
hence putting assumptions on the sensitivity model restricts its applicability. The route
solver on which we rely, C-BGP [11], has no restriction on thestructure of the iBGP
sessions inside an AS. C-BGP has been designed to help the evaluation of changes to
the design of the BGP routing inside an AS [12]. Changes to therouting policies of an
AS, or the internal configuration of its iBGP sessions is easywith C-BGP.

In this section we describe the methodology we use to model a transit AS. A more
detailed discussion on how to model an AS with C-BGP can be found in [12]. We ex-
plain in this section how we build snapshots of the routing and traffic matrix of large



ASs. The main steps of our methodology consist in producing snapshots of the rout-
ing inside a transit AS, consider that this view of the routing is valid for the whole bin
between two time intervals, and based on the routing snapshot and the traffic statistics
available to build a traffic demand for the considered time bin. Building more precise
views of the routing and traffic matrices is possible by usingsmall enough time inter-
vals.

2.1 Related work

The most closely related works from the literature are [13] and [14]. The aim of [13]
was to provide the networking industry with a software system to support traffic mea-
surement and network modeling. This tool is able to model theintradomain routing
and study the implications of local traffic changes, configuration and routing. [13] does
not model the interdomain routing protocol though. [14] proposed a BGP emulator that
computes the outcome of the BGP route selection process for each router in a single
AS. This tool does not model the flow of the BGP routes inside the AS, hence it does
not reproduce the route filtering process occurring within an AS. Finally, [12] discusses
the problem of modeling the routing of an autonomous system and presents an open-
source route solver aimed at allowing the study of networks with a large number of
BGP routers.

2.2 Modeling the routing of an AS with C-BGP

To build snapshots of the routing inside a transit AS, we relyin this paper on C-BGP
[11]. C-BGP is an open-source routing solver aimed at reproducing precisely BGP and
making possible the modelling of networks containing a large number of BGP routers.
The reason for choosing C-BGP instead of simply gathering BGP RIBs is that we aim
at providing a tool that allows a network operator to build "what-if" scenarios, for in-
stance by changing its topology or routing policies, and investigating their impact on
the sensitivity of their network [12]. By relying on C-BGP, one can relatively simply
change the internal network topology, the configuration of the routers, or even filter the
set of BGP routes available inside the network.
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To model a transit network with C-BGP, we use the following steps. These steps
reflect the typical way we see how modeling the routing of an ASwould be done, even
though on particular network instances these steps might have to be slightly changed,
depending on the available routing data. First, we infer thetopology of the network
based on its ISIS data. We create the internal POP-level topology and for each time bin,
we read all the routing messages received during the time binand inject them into C-
BGP. For ISIS, we apply all link state packets (LSPs) so that both the reachability and
the IGP weights at the end of the time bin are consistent with them. Note that replaying
the events at their exact time is useless in C-BGP as the simulator is not even-driven, i.e.
it only propagates the routing messages and lets BGP converge inside the BGP router.
When only a single solution towards which the real BGP converges, C-BGP will find
the same solution. However, when several distinct solutions exist in the real BGP [15],
then it is unclear how C-BGP will behave. Sometimes is will converge towards of the
the solutions, sometimes it will never converge. The model used by C-BGP provides
scalability since it prevents from having to care with the computationally consuming
state machines and timers of the real routing protocols.

We first inject the static topology of the transit network into C-BGP. This topology
contains the routers, links, and IGP weights of the links. The shortest IGP paths inside
each AS are computed at each router and BGP sessions are established between the
routers. The ISIS data of the two networks up to the beginningof the actual time the
simulation is supposed to start are then read and the LSPs converted into changes of the
C-BGP topology. The IGP changes are injected into C-BGP and the shortest paths are
recomputed at all routers.

For BGP, we restrict the set of prefixes to those largest ones,in a similar way to
[16,13,17]. We infer by parsing the BGP RIBs where in the network the prefixes are
announced by external peers. Depending on whether the transit AS relies on "next-hop-
self" in its routers or not, the visibility of the eBGP routesmight be different inside the
iBGP sessions of the AS. It is important to understand that relying on BGP messages
collected through iBGP sessions as often done in the literature implies that one does not
know neither all the messages advertised by the peer routersof the network (eBGP), nor
the full diversity of the BGP routes known by the routers. With the current data available
today, one can only infer the state of the best routes of some router at some point in time
given that it takes some time for messages to propagate inside iBGP. While this might
be acceptable in some situations, not having the same set of routes as is available inside
the BGP routers implies that simulating the failure of a router inside the network that
is used as egress point by another router cannot be accurately simulated since the latter
router will choose another best BGP route that one does not know based on the available
BGP routing data.

3 Network sensitivity to internal failures

In this section and the following, we describe the main points of our version of the
model proposed in [2]. A more detailed presentation of this model can be found in [18].

Let G = (V, E, w) be a graph,V the set of its vertices,E the set of its edges,
w the weights of its edges. A graph transformationδ is a functionδ : (V, E, w) →



(V ′, E′, w′) that deletes/adds a vertex or an edge fromG. In this paper we consider
only the graph transformationsδ that consist in removing a single vertex or edge from
the graph. In practice, an AS may want to consider more complex failures corresponding
to failures that are occur together for instance, or to consider only the failures that have
actually occurred in the network for the last few weeks or months. For consistency with
[2], we denote the set of graph transformations of some class(router or link failures)
by ∆G. The new graph obtained after applying the graph transformation δ on the graph
G is denoted byδ(G). In this paper, we restricted the set of graph transformations as
well as the definition of a graph compared to [2], as we do not consider the impact of
changes in the IGP cost. Changes to the IGP cost occur rarely in real networks.

To perform the sensitivity analysis to graph transformations, one must first find
out for each router how graph transformations impact the egress point it uses towards
some destination prefixp. The set of considered prefixes is denoted byP . The BGP
decision processdp(v, p) is a function that takes as input the BGP routes known by
routerv to reach prefixp, and returns the egress point corresponding to the best BGP
route. Theregion index setRIS of a vertexv records this egress point of the best
route for each ingress routerv and destination prefixp, given the state of the graphG:
RIS(G, v, p) = dp(v, p).

We introduced the state of the graphG in theregion index setto capture the fact that
changing the graph might change the best routes of the routers. In AS that consist of a
full-mesh of iBGP sessions, the impact of a node or router failure on the best route used
by a particular router is straightforward to find out. Removing a node or link changes the
shortest paths to reach the egress points. Simulating the decision process of the router
is enough to predict the best route after the graph transformation. In more complex
networks on the other hand, the failure of a link or node not only changes the shortest
paths towards the egress points, but new routes might also beadvertised in replacement
of a previously known route. In such a case, the BGP convergence inside the AS must
be replayed to know the exact outcome of the BGP decision process.

The next step towards a sensitivity model is to compute for each graph transforma-
tion δ (link or router deletion), whether a routerv will change its egress point towards
destination prefixp. For each graph transformationδ, we recompute the all pairs short-
est path between all routers after having appliedδ, and record for each routerv whether
it has changed the egress point for its best BGP route towardsprefix p. We denote
the new graph after the graph transformationδ asδ(G). As BGP advertisements are
made on a per-prefix basis, the best route for each(v, p) pair has to be recomputed for
each graph transformation. It is the purpose of theregion shift functionH to record the
changes in the egress point corresponding to the best BGP route of any(v, p) pair, after
a graph transformationδ:

H(G, v, p, δ) =

{

1, if RIS(G, v, p) 6= RIS(δ(G), v, p)
0, otherwise

The region shift functionH is the building block for the metrics that will capture the
sensitivity of the network to the graph transformations.

To summarize how sensitive a router might be to a set of graph transformations, the
node sensitivityη computes the averageregion shift functionover all graph transforma-



tions of a given class (link or node failures), for each individual prefixp:

η(G, ∆G, v, p) =
∑

δ∈∆G

H(G, v, p, δ) · Pr(δ)

wherePr(δ) denotes the probability of the graph transformationδ. Note that we assume
that all graph transformations within a class (router or link failures) are equally likely,
i.e.Pr(δ) = 1

|∆G| , ∀δ ∈ ∆G, which is reasonable unless one provides a model for link
and node failures. Further summarization can be done by averaging thevertex sensitivity
over all vertices of the graph, for each class of graph transformation. This gives the
average vertex sensitivitŷη:

η̂(G, ∆G, p) =
1

|V |

∑

v∈V

η(G, ∆G, v, p)

The node sensitivityis a router-centric concept that performs an average over all
possible graph transformations, measuring how much a router will change its egress
point for its best routes after the graph transformations onaverage. Another viewpoint
is to look at each individual graph transformationδ and measure how it impacts all
routers of the graph. Theimpact of a graph transformationθ is computed as the average
over vertices of theregion shift function:

θ(G, p, δ) =
1

|V |

∑

v∈V

H(G, v, p, δ)

Theaverage impactof a graph transformation̂θ summarizes the information provided
by theimpactby averaging it over all graph transformations of a given class:

θ̂(G, ∆G, p) =
∑

δ∈∆G

θ(G, p, δ) · Pr(δ)

4 Discussion

Our use of the sensitivity model sketched in section 3 on different networks has shown
the interest and limitations of this model. The first thing tobe noted is that the model is
very "hot-potato centric". For networks that do not have a complex iBGP structure (no
route-reflection), the model reveals the critical links androuters [18]. That is, the model
captures the sensitivity due to the concentration of many internal paths that will change
after a graph transformation. However, using the model for complex transit networks
using route-reflection is more tricky. Contrary to the case of an AS with an iBGP full-
mesh, route-reflection introduces opacity into the selection of the best BGP route by
a router. In the case of an iBGP full-mesh, each ingress router, i.e. a router that is not
itself an exit point inside the AS for the considered destination prefix, chooses as its
best route the one that is the "best" one among all the routes advertised by the external
peers of the AS. If the routing policies applied inside the ASare consistent among all
internal routers, then for each ingress router there existsonly one best BGP route that



will be chosen by this router, and the choice of this route will not depend on the best
route choice of the other routers of the AS. In the case of route-reflection, the best route
chosen by a router depends on the best route choice of the route reflectors on the BGP
routes propagation path inside the AS.

When an iBGP full-mesh is used, it is relatively straightforward to predict the out-
come of an internal change on the best route choice performedby BGP. Among several
alternative routes having the same quality for BGP1, the cost of the IGP path to reach the
exit point inside the AS will be used to decide which BGP routewill be considered as
best. Hence in an iBGP full mesh, there is a direct relationship between the IGP shortest
paths and the best route choice made by BGP. For instance, Figure 2 shows the internal
topology of a simple transit AS relying on an iBGP full-mesh.Inside the iBGP, BGP
routers only propagate to other iBGP peers routes they did not receive from an iBGP
peer. We do not show all the iBGP sessions on Figure 2, but all routers have an iBGP
session with every other router of the topology. We also consider a single destination
prefix p. The transit AS has three ingress routersi1, i2, andi3, two egress routerse1
ande2, and a router located in the middle of the topology. All routers run both the IGP
and BGP as in most ASs. The arrows on Figure 2 provide the choice of the best route
by BGP towardsp at each router of the AS. On Figure 2, two eBGP routes are learned
to reach prefixp, one through egress routere1 and another through egress routere2.
With an iBGP full-mesh,i1 andi2 will use the BGP route learned throughe1, while i3
will use the BGP route learned throughe2, both due to the IGP cost rule of the decision
process. Each router hence relies for its best BGP route the smallest IGP cost path to
exit the network.

Now suppose that our AS relies on route-reflection [3] as shown on Figure 3. The
sole difference between Figure 2 and Figure 3 in terms of the routing configuration
concerns the iBGP sessions. With route-reflection, all BGP routers are not directly con-
nected anymore by an iBGP session, but all border routers areclients of the route-
reflector RR. In this case, each routers knows the routes it learned from eBGP sessions,
and a single route advertised by RR. The issue with route-reflection is that the best route
chosen by RR depends on its own IGP cost to reach the exit pointinside the AS, not
the one of its clients. RR will choose as its best BGP route theone learned throughe1
since its IGP cost is smaller than the one throughe2. In that case,i1, i2 andi3 will all
choose as their best route to reachp the route advertised by RR, and thus will usee1 as
their exit point towardsp. The IGP cost of the best route chosen byi3 is not optimal in
terms of the IGP cost anymore compared to the iBGP full-mesh.Here we used a simple
situation with a single route-reflector. In practice, largetransit ASs can rely on a hierar-
chy of route-reflectors. Route-reflection trades-off the number of iBGP sessions inside
the AS with a drastic reduction in the diversity of the routesknown by the routers, and
by a potentially suboptimal IGP cost of the best routes chosen by the routers.

A route reflector today chooses for all its clients routers a single best BGP route.
The impact of this choice on the client routers is that the latter’s will be sensitive to
the graph transformations that affect the path of this best route chosen by their route
reflector. Depending on how these client routers are locatedinside the AS, a particular

1 Same value of local-pref, AS path length, MED, and route origin type.
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subgraph of the AS will be used by the clients to reach the egress point of the BGP
route advertised by the route reflector.

The implication for the network sensitivity is that the impact of the graph transfor-
mations and the node sensitivity will depend very much on howroute-reflectors redis-
tribute the routes they learn to their clients, and which routes they consider as best. If
each route reflector was to compute for each of its client the latter would have selected
in the case of an iBGP full-mesh and redistribute this route on a per-client basis as pro-
posed in [19], then the sensitivity of the network in the two cases would be the same.
However, if route reflectors are left to redistribute their best route without respect to
how their clients would have chosen their best route in the iBGP full-mesh, then it is
difficult to foresee how this will change the paths used to carry the traffic inside the
AS since it depends both on the placement of the route reflectors, the interconnection
structure of the iBGP sessions, the diversity of the BGP routes learned from peer ASs,
and wherefrom the external routes are learned.

Our experience with a large tier-1 network have shown that the results of the sen-
sitivity analysis between the actual network configurationand an iBGP full mesh are
quantitatively much different but qualitatively very alike. However, understanding why
differences in the sensitivity arise when the iBGP structure is changed is not answered
by the sensitivity model of [2]. For that, one must first understand what filtering is
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performed by a given iBGP structure compared to the iBGP fullmesh. The reason to
compare with an iBGP full mesh is that the best route visibility is achieved by the full
mesh, while introducing route reflection reduces the diversity of the routes that can be
chosen by the BGP routers inside the AS.

5 Conclusions and further work

In this paper we have presented our version of the sensitivity model to internal failures
based on the work of [2]. We sketched our methodology to studythe sensitivity of an
AS based on this model and discussed the limitations of this model to provide insight
into the behavior of the control plane of large transit ASs due to the presence of route
reflectors.

The obvious further work we see is to study the actual impact of route reflection
on the diversity and sensitivity of the routers inside a large transit AS. We are currently
investigating this problem on a large tier-1 network. The lack of study in the literature
concerning the actual impact of route reflection on the diversity and the filtering of the
routes inside an AS indicates that our current understanding of iBGP is still very poor.
We feel that a proper understanding of iBGP is particularly important for the design of
robust networks.
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